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The design and construction of inorganic coordination networks
has developed rapidly in recent years.1 Much attention has been
drawn to the rational design of new network topologies, and a
variety of extended frameworks has been obtained via the use of
polydentate ligands, such as 4,4′-bipyridine and its derivatives,
bound to d-block transition metal ions.2 Recently, a few examples
have appeared of lanthanide-based frameworks employing poly-
dentate ligands such as sulfoxides,3 carboxylates,4 pyridones and
lactams.5,6 Although the flexibility of the coordination sphere of
lanthanide ions makes design difficult, this pliability or coordi-
native ambivalence, coupled with the tendency of lanthanides to
adopt high coordination numbers, makes the f-block metal ions
attractive for the discovery of new and unusual network topolo-
gies. We have recently developed a strategy using 4,4′-bipyridine-
N,N′-dioxide as a bridging ligand for the construction of lanthanide
coordination networks and have reported a CdSO4-like network
and an unprecedented two-dimensional structure of 4.82 topology.7

Although these structures are unusual, they exhibit low con-
nectivity, four-fold and three-fold respectively, due to the presence

of coordinating nitrate anions. Therefore, we have developed a
strategy to incorporate the noncoordinating BPh4

- anion into
lanthanide coordination networks which we anticipated would
generate noninterpenetrating frameworks with large internal
cavities. We report herein two remarkable lanthanide coordination
polymers with unprecedented network structure that were not
predicted by Wells,8 {[La4L10(CH3OH)10Cl3]Cl(BPh4)8‚22CH3-
OH}∞ 1 and {[LaL2.5(CH3OH)(Ph2B(OMe)2)](BPh4)2‚4.5CH3-
OH}∞ 2 (L ) 4,4′-bipyridine-N,N′-dioxide) consisting of unusual
five-connected lanthanum nodes sustained by bridging ligands
L. These structures verify that the flexible modes and high
coordination of lanthanide ions suit the formation of frameworks
with unusual and highly connected nodes.

Compounds1 and 2 were obtained from the same reaction
mixture by mixing methanolic solutions of LaCl3, NaBPh4, and
L.9 1 was prepared as the major species with a small proportion
of crystals of2 also being isolated. Crystals of both1 and2 were
found to be unstable in air and decayed quickly via solvent loss.
X-ray diffraction studies of1 and2 reveal polymeric structures
based on networks of eight- and nine-coordinated La(III) centers
linked by 4,4′-bipyridine-N,N′-dioxide ligands.10 The asymmetric
unit for 1 comprises four independent lanthanum(III) centers, ten
4,4′-bipyridine-N,N′-dioxide ligands, four Cl- ions, eight BPh4-

ions, and a number of methanol solvent molecules. All of the
La(III) centers act as similar five-connected nodes, although their
coordination number and geometry vary. Besides their five
N-oxide ligands, three La(III) ions are each further coordinated
by a Cl- ion and two methanol molecules and have a total
coordination of eight, while the fourth La(III) ion is coordinated
by four methanol molecules and has a total coordination number
of nine, leaving the fourth Cl- ion uncoordinated and engaged in
hydrogen-bonding with methanol molecules. The 4,4′-bipyridine-
N,N′-dioxide ligands bridge the metal centers and support a 3D
framework structure of 4466 topology,11a (Figure 1) which can be
described by the combination of (6,3) plane nets parallel to the
ab plane linked through zigzag chains propagating along the
crystallographica axis. These linking chains are alternately
distributed on either side of the plane nets, thus forming large
“six-metal-membered” channels of effective cross-section of∼8
× 18 Å parallel to thea-axis. Most of the space within the
channels is occupied by the bulky BPh4

- counterions, of which
there are 16 per unit cell. However, despite this, the structure
contains cavities which are large enough to accommodate 44
methanol molecules per unit cell and account for∼12% of the
unit cell volume. Nine methanol molecules form a hydrogen-
bonded chain which is terminated at both ends by solvated
chloride ions.

In contrast, the asymmetric unit for2 is quite simple with only
one unique La(III) center, which acts as a five-connected node
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as in1. Besides the five 4,4′-bipyridine-N,N′-dioxide ligands and
a methanol molecule, an unusual bidentate [Ph2B(OMe)2]- anion
was found to chelate the La(III) center. X-ray studies revealed
that2 has a 3-D structure of 466282 topology,11b which is closely
related to the 4466 topology found for1, both of them having
five-connected nodes. If1 can be considered as consisting of plane
nets joined by zigzag chains alternately distributed on opposing
sides of the plane nets, then2 is composed of similar (6,3) plane
nets joined by zigzag chains witheVery pair alternating on
opposing sides of the plane nets (Figure 2). In contrast to
compound1, compound2 has two kinds of channels, namely
square “four-metal-membered” and rectangular “eight-metal-
membered” ones. These two types of channel have effective cross-
sections of∼8 × 8 Å and 8× 27 Å, respectively. As in the case
of 1, most space within these channels is occupied by the bulky
BPh4

- counterions, of which there are 16 per unit cell, with the
residual cavities filled by 36 methanol molecules which account
for ∼11% of the crystal volume.

The [Ph2B(OMe)2]- anion originates from the methanolysis
of BPh4

-.12 This is the first isolation of the intermediate product
[Ph2B(OMe)2]- from the methanolysis reaction of BPh4

- under
such mild conditions, although the final product [B(OMe)4]- has
been observed in [Cd{C(CN)3}{B(OMe)4}]‚1.6MeOH,13 and other
intermediate products can be envisaged.

Although a large number of examples of three-, or four-
connected networks based on d-block metal ions have been
reported,1 to our knowledge there are only two examples of
previously known five-connected networks.14 Both of these
structures have Ag(I) metal nodes, one adopting a square-

pyramidal geometry14a and the other a trigonal bipyramid
geometry,14b as would be expected for five-coordinate transition
metal ions. Unlike d-block metal ions, however, lanthanide ions
have high coordination numbers, a property that can be employed
partially as links to construct networks; furthermore, the geometry
of these links is potentially widely variable. The geometry of the
five links around the nodes in1 and 2 cannot be described by
any simple polyhedron since three links are coplanar and the other
two occupy sites on thesameside of the plane (Figure 3), unlike
a trigonal bipyramidal geometry. It seems unlikely that d-block
metal ions could generate such nodes, however distorted their
shape. Therefore, it can be seen that lanthanide ions have their
own, and inherently more flexible, role to play in producing new
coordination frameworks. It is also clear that the anions and
ligands will have an important role to play in the construction of
highly connected lanthanide-based frameworks. The success in
production of unusually connected compounds1 and2 indicates
a new future direction for the development of coordination
networks and the discovery of new topological constructs.
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Figure 1. (a) View, along the crystallographica axis, of the “six-metal-membered” channels in compound1. Two-dimensional (6,3) nets, viewed
“side-on” (red and blue) are interlinked via zigzag chains (green). (b) View along the crystallographicc axis in compound1 showing the (6,3) plane
nets (laterally displaced with respect to each other, red and blue) which run parallel to theab plane and are linked via zigzag chains (green) to give the
3D network observed. Similar plane nets are observed in compound2. (c) View along the crystallographicb axis in 1, illustrating the zigzag chains
(green) linking (6,3) nets.

Figure 2. View along the crystallographicc axis in compound2
illustrating the “eight-metal-membered” and “four-metal-membered”
channels. BPh4- anions, MeOH solvent molecules and hydrogen atoms
are omitted for clarity.

Figure 3. Coordination sphere around the La(III) centers in2 illustrating
the arrangement of the 4,4′-bipyridine-N,N′-dioxide ligands that bridge
adjacent La(III) nodes. A similar orientation is observed in1. Hydrogen
atoms are omitted for clarity. (Lanthanum, left-hatched; oxygen, cross-
hatched)
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